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all five of po's friends are expecting him to do something amazing - not
just because that's what his dreams tell him, but because those are

the facts: monkey has mastered the art of speaking to animals; tigress
has gotten herself into position to give serious kung fu panda butt

kicks; crane has mastered all kinds of awesome martial arts moves;
viper has pretty much mastered the art of throwing dynamite; and

mantis has mastered martial arts. shifu asks po for his help to find five
more friends like these. they all have to be kung fu panda. on his

search, po meets a young woman named mei ying (vanessa lee smyth
), who teaches him the ancient art of kung fu. she is the

granddaughter of the village lama and has just returned to her
ancestral home. po meets lots of animals, learns to do kung fu, and

gets a chance to practice what he learned along the way. but when the
evil tai lung, one of the most sinister villains the kung fu panda
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universe has ever seen, is sent to the valley of peace to capture the
prize of the 11th chinese zodiac, po will need to use all of the talents

he has to defeat the villain and save the day. kung fu panda 2 is
destined for global awesomeness. mei ying is also a very special
panda. that's because she was born in the form of a panda, but

"transformed" back to her human self by practicing the art of kung fu.
po learns that she's not only beautiful, she's also smart and talented.

her acting has transformed her from just a pretty face to an actress. in
that role, she meets the furious five, the legendary disciples of the
dragon warrior, shifu, who teach po the secrets of kung fu. he also

learns that the journey to defeat tai lung is far from over. no matter
what side he takes, he must risk it all to discover the most precious

treasures of the valley of peace. kung fu panda 2 is a totally awesome
adventure filled with comedy, action, emotion and kung fu lore. it is a

story for everyone, one that's fun for the whole family. the sequels
made audiences go crazy at the box office. with the unforgettable
legacy of kung fu panda, audiences will feel their hearts soar once

again as the adventures continue. excited about the fantastic follow-
up? keep checking back to learn about new versions of the kung fu
panda 2 awesome packs. they feature the all-new kung fu panda:

secrets of the masters plus two free online game memberships to kung
fu panda world. in addition, that version will include two free sneak
peeks at the upcoming dreamworks animation computer-generated

epic, puss in boots. it is certain that it's going to be the most amazing
and epic adventure of all time!
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i would like to
personally invite

everybody to share
his/her thoughts,

feelings and
experiences related
to the kung fu panda
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2 in the comments
section of the post.
we are expecting

something
interesting. hope you

all like it. kung fu
panda is known for
the likes of jackie
chan, mr. chow,
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shakan, ice-t, niki
nana , kazushi endo ,
rainn wilson , nicolás
nájera , paul rudd ,

a.d. lazarus , lea
thompson , luke goss
, ali larter , tina famili
, r.j. meyer , dustin

hoffman , billy west ,
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geoffrey reynolds ,
joe rudd , kris

kennedy , kevin lee ,
rain , this subtitle is

created by me with a
very high accuracy,

which is 100%
matching with the

original blu ray copy.
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the video and subtitle
are provided in high

quality standard.
enjoy this chinese
language movie,

which is in cinema
quality and with

chinese subtitles.
kung fu panda: the
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dragon knight.
original soundtrack (

1.93gb) (mp3)
(192khz/24bit)

courtesy of la-la land
records and universal
music enterprises. all

rights reserved.
international
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copyright secured.
producer: randall

kleiser, marco
benedetto, joe o'brien

kung fu panda: the
dragon knight.

original soundtrack (
1.93gb) (mp3)
(192khz/24bit)
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courtesy of la-la land
records and universal
music enterprises. all

rights reserved.
international

copyright secured.
producer: randall

kleiser, marco
benedetto, joe
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o'brien. original
language: english.

this is one of the best
subtitles file

available. the quality
of this subtitle is very
high. so don't worry
about the quality of

this subtitle file, it will
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give you only one and
only one problem
which is, it will not

have any post.
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